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Every chapter of the first edition has been reviewed and updated, to include captive breeding

projects such as the albino and Calico morphs. New natural history information gained from

interviews with Karl Switak, David Wilson and Kamuran Tepedelen make this truly "The More

Complete Chondro." Over 200 full-color photographs which is almost 70 new photographs over the

first edition.
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I have been a hobbiest for the better part of 30 years. I have had several small breeding projects

from carpet pythons to bearded dragons and have collected a large library on the subject. I have

never encountered a more informative and beautifully illustrated reptile husbandry book as this one.

From it's natural history to a complete guide to the proper care and breeding of this magnificent

reptile, this book covers it all. The photographs of the different color variations are unbelievable. The

GTP is without a doubt the most beautiful of all snakes and this book illustrates that fact well. I

particularly appreciated the chapters about the authors' enclosures and environmental controls and

the method he uses to identify and catalog each hatchling. If you are considering a breeding project

or just love these beautiful animals, this book is a must.

My husband is a snake lover and has recently become very interested in green tree pythons. After

doing some research, I found out that this book was a must have for any GTP owner. Sadly, it is no

longer in print and was hard to find but I think it is well worth the money. The photos are spectacular

and my husband has been reading it front to back from the day he got it.



This is the best book out there on GTP's, without a doubt. If you keep chondros, you should have

this book. This was a gift for my boyfriend who is new to the world of chondros--of course he was

thrilled, and read the whole thing cover to cover. A quick note on the seller, (zoobooks) It arrived

earlier than anticipated, and perfectly packaged.

Beautiful pictures, very good looking issue, but these are just minor things. The best about this book

is the amount of information that one can get. It provides full coverage of the subject. History of

certain morphs, localities, descriptions, practical suggestions. Masterpiece.

The title of the book says it all...There is not anything about chondro husbandry that isn't covered in

this book. Greg Maxwell does a fine job of not only educating the reader about how to care for their

GTP's, but also provides some very interesting "history" of the chondro industry in the U.S.

I now have over 80 books on snakes and I must say this is the best written,best photographed and

best quality book I own.If you like snakes than this is the book for you.After reading it you will want

to own a green tree python or chondro to those of us who have them.This book covers everything in

a delightful read that I couldn't put down til I finished it.Enough said,buy it,you won't be sorry.

Great book, highly detailed information and pictures. If your knew to chondros buy this book and

read it before you go out and buy a GTP. Very easy read,that covers almost all of the key points in

chondro husbandry. Worth the money!

When you first take this book out of the box, the first thing you will notice is how heavy it is. This is

because unlike most books, the pages used to construct this book are high-quality color. The author

covers all basic care techniques including his own experiences. Not only this, but there is a large

section about breeding PLUS a practical list of reputable vendors (example: Jim Scharphorn at PVC

Cages). How can you know for sure if you can trust the quality of a vendor's product without a

credible source informing you? Snakes like these can get very expensive to care for and knowing

who to trust your cash with is a serious need for new enthusiasts.Lastly, I could not count how many

beautiful color photos are included in this book. There are few books that are worth the purchase

cost. This book is an investment because it is priced well for what it includes.
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